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The One Is Indivisible 
The Truth Is The Whole 

https://youtu.be/swbCE_klLp0 

Nature abhors an hegemon and has powers far more than sufficient to 
drive the same loco.   And always does, always will.   This fact is an 
occasion for faith.   For sanity to be maintained, faith in this fact is 
essential. 

The Chinese are not 12-foot men.   As Chinese, they are by turns 
charming, filthy, beguiling, cheats, sorcerers, and racist.   Exceedingly 
racist, exceptionally deceitful.  As ChiComs, they are hegemons into the 
bargain.  But they are not, in any description, 12-foot men. 

I am a MacArthur man.   I grew up on the Pacific Coast.   I am a Western 
American.   I wear a western hat and western boots.   I carry a handgun.  
My sense of my country's spirit and development finds those pointing 
westward.   To me, Asia is America's west and the Asian littoral is 
America's western defense perimeter.  To me, China is The Far West, not 
The Far East.  I see America's teleological force vectors pointed West, not 
East.  My entire life-experience confirms that observation as accurate. 
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Our distant ancestors, Spaniards and Italians, sought convenient passage 
westward to China and India, for trade in those nations.  They knew that 
northward passage was frozen and eastward passage freighted by 
slavers, extortionists, and brigands, aka Moslems. 

Our direct ancestors were English Calvinists seeking religious freedom 
and Scots Calvinists and Catholics seeking, mostly, commerce, but also 
general freedom.  Soon, news of the opportunity for freedom reached 
and inspired persons at most points on the globe to emigrate to the USA 
to learn and expand their own and America's freedom. 

FREEDOM! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEOOZDbMrgE 

The vector of American exploration, the genius of American energy, 
points westward across the Pacific Ocean.  Americans left the East, we left 
Europe and the Middle East, which are East across the Atlantic Ocean. 

That is the Old World.  We left it.  We came West and Westward is how we 
think and respond.  We framed and raised a New World west of the Old 
World.  A world through which the sounds of freedom ring and reign. 

For this reason we purchased Alaska from Russia when offered that Far 
West land and raised the American Flag even farther West, in Hawaii and 
The Philippines.   We prosecuted and won a war to make the Pacific 
Ocean a quiet zone with freedom of movement for inter-nation trade and 
commerce, others' as well as our own. 
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https://youtu.be/vjoxIPuEOoA 

Now, a nation in our West and in thrall to the idolatry of Communism, 
which is inherently inimical to freedom, which is Americanism, announces 
intention to rule trade and commerce -- indeed, comms altogether -- 
throughout the Pacific Ocean Area and beyond.  That would be China 
under ChiCom dictatorship.  They are self-announced hegemonic 
hegemons with the facilities of a nation state at their behest.  This is 
serious. 

Hegemons are either accepted or defeated, paid off or killed, 
worshipped or de-ramped.  Hegemons accept no other responses to 
their intention and activity.  Hegemons, much like everyone else as well, 
respect only those who stand to protect and defend their own freedom. 
 Americans stand to protect and defend their freedom and are accorded, 
accordingly, respect by citizens of other nations. 

A man without prestige is not a man.  A man who stands to protect and 
defend his own divine nature and the full panoply of freedom 
appertaining thereto is a man of respect, a prestigious man.  Only the 
divine has respect, and from that, prestige.  Only those who force into 
actuality, into embodiment in this world, the rights they own inalienably in 
virtue of their own divine nature, are believed. 

https://youtu.be/kv2Iqy6wgDA 
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Pacific Pathways is US strategic/tactical doctrine missioned -- actually 
although not patently -- to de-ramp ChiCom hegemonics. 

Unofficially and sua sponte, I have thought to think through, on my 
own, essentials of Pacific Pathways doctrine. 

These essentials may be conveyed in three points: 

1- Nothing happens unless it is forced to happen.  Rely on mission 
command rather than on command and control.   Authority 
originates in the depths, rises through the heights, and spreads 
across the extents . . . propagation and saturation like sound in a 
cathedral. 

2- Compel ChiComs to march simultaneously into multiple battle 
fronts.  Confront them with the fearsome travails of multi-domain 
operations.  Emplace logistics trains to support full-spectrum, multi-
domain diplomatic, financial, and war-fighting force -- the latter to 
comprise battalion strength at least -- on the flank of each of four 
possible Chinese Communist lines of march: North (into Russia), 
East (into Taiwan, Philippines, Guam, Hawaii, California, Oregon, 
Washington, and Latin America), Southeast (into Southeast Asia), 
and South (into India). 

Contemplating Positions On Chinese Flanks 

China And Iran: A Strategic Hunch 
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Leader Bullet Points For Restoring America 

3- All war-fighting assets (Branches of Service) subserve the Army 
Mission.  Her Army is a nation's fundamental armed force and sole 
guarantor of sovereign freedom.  An Army's mission is to de-ramp 
foreign national hegemons by denying them succor derived from 
landed basing, aka logistics support.   Logistics must be landed 
somewhere.  A nation's protective force, Her Army,  is as potent as 
its logistics support is copious and reliable. 

 https://youtu.be/ahdSysH_pGw 

Viewing INDOPACOM as a whole, these total/joint -- Diplomacy, Finance, 
War-Fighting -- force posture necessities should be noted: 

1- INDOPACOM is an Army show because the Army is the lead 
component of the total/joint force -- which includes also State and 
Treasury Departments-- facing the region’s chief hegemon, China. 

Every COCOM is an Army-lead show.   Army necessities 
govern the deployment of all three assets of USA Statecraft: 
Diplomacy, Finance, War-Fighting. 

2- One cannot make sense geographically, on a map, of a USA 
national strategic objective to defeat or even to neutralize Chinese 
Communist aggressive, hegemonic imperialism unless Army 
necessities govern dispositions of the INDOPACOM total/joint 
force. 
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3- Except for Naval surface/air, submarine attack, and Marine 
assault, the INDOPACOM joint force components are land-based 
(Army) forward artillery of various ranges — cyber and space being 
the longest-ranged — supporting Army strategic and tactical 
necessities. 

4- Naval surface/air, submarine attack, Marine assault, and Air Force 
are for clearance of Army Pacific Pathways and Asian Mainland 
Pathways if, as likely and reasonable, it comes to that.  Army should 
be carrying Navy, not Navy Army, in INDOPACOM. 

5- The problem set in INDOPACOM is land-based, not water-or air-
based, and especially so when facing Chinese aggressive, 
hegemonic imperialism, which is the palpable, salient fact in that 
COCOM.  Naval/Marine, Air, Cyber, and Space operations are Army 
operations extended and coordinated -- along with diplomacy and 
finance -- in the multi-domain battle space. 

https://youtu.be/xymUjqw0nbM 

And there is this foundational guidance: 
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Five Axioms Of Pacific Pathways 

Axiom One 

To de-ramp ChiCom hegemonics, USA must ally with Russia and India to 
that effect. 

Axiom Two 

To de-ramp Arab/Pan-African hegemonics, USA must ally with Russia and 
India to that effect. 

Axiom Three 

To de-ramp Euro-American Socialist hegemonics, USA must ally with 
Russia and India to that effect. 

Axiom Four 

USA, Russia, and India should invite Japan and Egypt into their circle of 
decision and force. 

Axiom Five 

Hegemons do not de-ramp unless forced to it. 

https://youtu.be/SMfoUnP8W4A 
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2016 LANPAC Interview with GEN Robert B. Brown 

Enfin, cinq observations dans la journée: 

Extraordinary, is it not, that in the space of a few short years, say, two 
at most, The US intelligence-Foreign Policy Establishment has gone 
from China is a global competitor to we are at war with China? 

Peoples are reclaiming their identities as nations comprising 
sovereign freedom.   The Sons and Daughters of God are de-
globalizing. 

Americans are born to self-govern.   Imposed governance, global 
governance, is hateful to Americans.   Freedom means self-
governance.  Freedom is self-governance. 

Not by values, not by psychology, not by laws, not by politics, not by 
education, not by war, not even by religion go we, but by faith in 
God, which is faith in our own divine nature. 

We have a criminal conspiracy masquerading as our national 
security apparatus.   Only the humble are strong.   They rely on 
intelligence, not Intelligence. 

Related: Angelo M. Codevilla: Abolish The CIA 

https://youtu.be/fRL447oDId4 
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